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1. Introduction and definition
Let D denote the unit disk in the complex plane and/) its closure. We

shall say that f is in Hp of the disk, p >_ 1, if f is holomorphic in D and satis-
fies

l f_ 1"2 f(re) dO < M < +
for all r < 1. It is known that Hp is a complete normed linear space with

fiX.]l, lim
1 re,O lf( )l

In this paper we investigate the following equation

(z)g (z) + (z)g (z) 1, zeD

in the following sense. Given fl and f2 in H and H respectively, what con-
ditions are necessary to guarantee the existence of the pair gl and g2 in some
Hardy spaces satisfying (1.1). We show by examples one cannot always
hope for solutions. We study the structure of the class of the given function
pairs f andf and also the structure of the solution pairs g and g2

Our study is motivated by the classical results of W. Rudin, D. J. Newman
and L. Carleson. Since we use their results we state them here. Let H
denote the space of bounded holomorphic functions in D with the sup norm.
The closed subalgebra of H consisting of those functions which are also
continuous on/) is denoted by A (of/)). In [5] Rudin showed that if ft and
f are in A and f[ + fl > 0 on/) then the ideal generated by f and f.
is A, or there exist solutions gl and gs in A satisfying (1.1) on/). Moreover,
D. J. Newman has indicated that proving forf andf. in H with f -t- f >-
8 > 0 we can find gt and g. in H satisfying (1.1) on D is equivalent to show-
ing that the point evaluations on D are dense in the maximal ideal space of
H. Carleson’s [1] solution of this (Corona) problem has completed the H
phrase of the problem.
We wish to make the following convention. If S {z; z z01 < o} is

disk then A of N means those functions continuous in N and holomorphic in S.

2. The basic solution

The following result is known but. we have not found a proof in the litera-
ture, therefore we include our proof not only for completeness but also because
it gives us valuable information about the pairs of solutions of (1.1).
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THEOREM 1. Let a(z) and b(z) be holomorphic in D and assume

la(z) W b(z) > 0

in D. Then there exist two holomorphic functions in D, Hi(z) and H(z),
satisfying the equation

(2.1) Hl(z)a(z) - H2(z)b(z) 1, z eD.

Proof. In the course of the proof we find it necessary to subject the argu-
ment of our functions to certain magnifications and for this reason we use the
following notations. Let

Dk(z) {z "1 z < (- 1)/k}, k 2, 3, 4,...
.and

Dk() { (k/(] 1))z; z eDk(z)} D.

Then a(z) and b(z) are in A of Dk (z) for each ]. We can find solutions
hl,k (z) and h,k (z) of (2.1) valid in D (z), where the h, (z) are also in A of
/)k (z). It is sufficient then to prove the theorem to show that the functions
hi, (z) can be chosen so that lim hi,(z) Hi(z) exists uniformly on com-
pact subsets of D for each i 1, 2. It is clear that for a fixed compact sub-
set , there is a positive integer K such that all the h,k (z) are well defined on, for ] >_ K. The existence of the required limit will be guaranteed if we
can choose the functions hi, (z) to satisfy the condition

(2.2) hi, (z) hi,+l (z) < 1/2
for z e/) (z). We proceed to the proof of (2.2). Assume hl, (z) and h., (z)
have been chosen to satisfy equations (2.1)and (2.2)on/k (z)and/-1 (z)
respectively. We indicate how to obtain hl,+l(z) and h2,+l(z). Let
1,+1 (z) and .,k+1 (z) satisfy equation (2.1). Then on D (z) we have the
following equality"

(2.3) (1,+1(z) hl,(z))a(z) (h2,(z) .,k+(z))b(z).
Let BI, (i’) be the Blaschke product for a () and B2, (i’) the Blaschke product
fo b (i’) on/) (). Then on/) (z) we have the factorizations

a(z) B,(z)d(z), b(z) B,k(z)$(z)
with d (z) and ) (z) being non-zero in A of/k (z). Thus (d (z))-1 and () (z))-1
are holomorphic inD (z) and continuous on D (z). From equation (2.3) and
our hypotheses we deduce the equalities

(2.4)
1,+ (z) hl, (z) B, (z)gl (z)

h:,k (z) .,+1 (z) BI, (z)K: (z)
on/)(z), where the Ki(z) are in A of D(z). We rewrite the right hand
sides of (2.4) as

B.(z)gl(z) (B.,(z)(z)) (((z))-g(z)) b(z)l(z)
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where 1 (z) ( (z))-1K1 (z) and similarly

BI, (z)Ks (z) a (z) (z)

where(z) (dt(z))-lK.(z). The(z) are in A of/(z). We can rewrite
(2.3) now as

b(z),l (z)a(z) a(z)(z)b(z)

and conclude that 1 (z) 3 (z) on/) (z).
Let M max (supzk(z)] a(z)[, supzk()] b(z)I) and choose, by Wer-

mers Theorem, [2, Pg 93] a polynomial P (z) satisfying the inequality

P (z) 1(z) < 1/Mk 2

on/) (z). Now we choose our h1,+1 (z) and h,+l (z) by the following equations

h1,,+1 (z) 1,+1 (z) P (z)b (z)

h,+l (z) .,+1 (z) -t- P, (z)a (z).

The pair h1,+1 (z) and h.,+l (z) satisfy equation (2.1) on 1+1 (z) and more-
over on/) (z) we have

b (z)4)1 (z) P (z)b (z) < 1/2.
Similarly h,+l (z) h, (z) < 1/2 on/) (z). This completes the proof.
We would like to make a few comments on the collection of all solutions of

equations (2.1). Assume a(z) and b(z) are holomorphic and

[a(z) + b(z) > 0

in D. The construction shows if H1 (z) andH (z) satisfy (2.1’) and K (z) and
K. (z) satisfy (2.1) also then the H’s and the K’s are related by the equalities

H1 (z) El (z) k, (z)b (z)

H:(z) Ks(z) + k(z)a(z)

where k (z) is holomorphic in D. However, this implies that all such solutions
are obtainable from a given pair of solutions by using a suitable holomorphic
function/ (z). This observation for H solutions is a useful tool in our later
work.

3. H solutions

Let lp denote the set of complex sequences {b}- with1 b < -t- ,
and consists of the sequences {c}:1 with

]cl

_
M < -, m 1,2,3, ....

Given a sequence {a}:_-i in D define a mapping T from H into the set of
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complex sequences by

T(f) {f()(1 I 12)1/}:_-1,
for ech f e H. We shall need a result of H. S. Shapiro and A. L. Shields [6].

THEORElVl 2. TH’ l, if and only if
II, (- )I( ) >_ > 0, , 2, , ....

The inequality in this theorem shall be referred to as condition (C). We
cn now state and prove .our first theorem.

THEOREM 3. Let {a}:=l be a sequence in D satisfying condition (C). Let
B (z) be the Blaschke product with simple zeros at the points {am} =1 and let f
be in H’. Then there exist functions hl in H and h2 in Ha (1/q + lip 1),
satisfying

h (z)B (z) -b h2(z)f(z) 1 on D
if and only

Proof. Assume
f( l

is in lq
(On))

(1 la.

an) 1 ICon
)n=l

We havef(a) 0 for alln 1, 2, 3, .... ByTheorem 1, we can find
holomorphic functions g und g such that g(z)B(z) % g(z)f(z) 1 for
z in D. By Theorem 2, there exists n h in Hq such that

) 1 )T(h) {h()(1 I } ()
(1 I .

haish() (f())-forall 1, 2, , .... Wealsoknow

for 1, 2, g, and so conclude hag h() () for 1, 2, g, ....
The funegion h (z) g () is holomorphie on D and B () divides ghis fune-
gion.

where (z) is holomorphie in D. Legging

we have h()B(z) + h(z)f() 1 on D. 8ineef is in H and
produe fh is in H. Consequently he H function 1 h ()f (z) has a fae-
goriagion of ghe form B ()S ()F (), where F is ouger in H, B is a Blasehke
produe and S is a singular function, see [2, p. 69]. Dividing 1 h ()f()
by B (z) shows ha h () is also equal o an inner function (B (z)/B ()) S ()
gimes ghe ouger funegion and so h is in H.
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Conversely, let us assume that there exists hi in H and h. in Hq such that
hi (z)B (z) -F h. (z)f (z) 1 on D. Then h2 (a) (f (as))-1 and the result
of Theorem 2 shows that

is in lq as the sequence {On} ::1 satisfies condition (C).

THEOREM 4. Let an}= be a sequence of points in D satisfying condition (C).
Let B (z) be the Blaschke product with simple zeros on the sequences {an} and
let f H.. Then there are functions hi and h. in H’ satisfying the equation
h(z)B(z) -F h(z)f(z) 1 on D if and only if

(n)
(1 --la =

isin / (1 p < ).

The proof is patterned after that of Theorem 1 and is omitted. We make
the following comment. If we let p and interpret

1 1/

f(an)
(1 on I)

n--1

as {1/f(a,)}:= in l (i.e. f(a)

_
ti > 0) then we have a known result.

We also give an example. Let 0 < a < a be u sequence of real numbers
in D with (1 a) < + and ussume B (z) is the Blaschke product
with zeros at {a}=. Choose , 0 < < (a+ a)/2, so that if

/2 thenlz- al < thenlB(z) < (1 a). Ifweset a-
it is clear (1 ) < + and we may form B (z) the Blaschke product
with the sequence {}:= as zeros. We show that there can be no H solu-
tions to the equation (z)B(z) + f(z)B(z) 1 on D. For if f and f
were in H und satisfied this equation we would hve

But a result of A. J. Macintyre and W. W. Rogosinski [4, P. 304] states that
for f in H we have the growth condition If(z) _< IIf I[(1 z I)-/.
This of course is incompatible with f in H and so no such H solutions exist.
We consider now a fixed sequence {a}:= satisfying condition (C) and let

q t 1 112(1--! /q;-+-= 1

THEOREM 5. Let 1

_
r < p < . Then G is properly contained in

.(o) (1 < 11 f
m--1

1 lp
p

f(a:) (1 a 12)
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To see that the containment is proper let

n (Ek,=n (1- Ink 12))-lIp.
By a theorem of Dini [3, P. 293] we have

En=lXrn(1 --lan 12) < o and n=lX(l -lanl2) oo.

Clearly 1/Xn} =1 is in l and we have an f in H satisfying Tt" {f (an)}=.
Thus f is in G but f is not in G.
The inclusion F contained in F for i _< r < p is of course false and one can

obtain functions in F but not in F by using the same ideas as in the preced-
ing paragraph. The intersection of the classes F for I _< p is non-empty and
contains all H functions which are bounded below in modulus by a positive
number on the set {an}=.. However, this intersection also contains H
functions which are not in H, for example if an 0, then log (1 z) is in
F for p >_ 1.
We make the following observations concerning F and G. If p decreases

toward one (1

_
p) the H classes increase giving us more possible candidates

for admission to F. But admission to F is determined not by the global
behavior of such an f but by the growth of f on the sequence {an}=. As p
decreases to one, the conjugate index q, lip 1/q 1, tends to infinity and
this means that for f to be in F, it must tend to zero more slowly on {an} --as q -- . Thus, it is clear that if f is "well behaved" from below on Inn} =1
and in H, then its behavior off {an}- determines whether it will belong
to F for 1

_
r

_
p. SimilarremarkscanbemadeconcerningG.

4. H-solutions for Blaschke products
We assume in this section that Bj and B are Blaschke product in D satis-

fying B[ B21 > 0 there. We wish to investigate solution pairs fl and
f in H which satisfy

(4.1) f(z)B(z) + f(z)B(z) 1 on D.

We know by Theorem 4 that under certain conditions solution pairs do exist
and we shall not consider the existence again.

THEOREM 6. If (4.1) holds with f in H’ then f is in H’.

Proof. Use the factorization for the H function

1 f (z)B (z) B* (z) S (z)F (z)
and note that f (z) T (z)F (z) where T is an inner function.
Theorem 6 is not in general true if the B (z) are replaced by H functions.

For example if we choose a(z) z and b(z) (1 z) then the pairfx(z)
(- 1) and f.(z) (1 + z)/(1 z) satisfy (4.1) for a and b, f is in H but

f is not in H.
THEOREM 7. Assume B (z) and B(z) are the given Blaschke products,
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Bl "- BI > O, and let

K {fl H’ there exists f satisfying (4.1)}
then there are functions F and F2 such that

(i) F1 and F2 satisfy (4.1).
(ii) 0 <ti I]FII[ -< ]]f[[,fK.

(By F [l we mean of course F [[.)
Prog. Let inf {[] f f K. is positive. For given any f in U

we have

f(z) P.(O)f(O) dO

where f(0) is the boundary vulue of f ut e und P(O) is the Poisson Kernel.
f(0) isinLof (-,v) andfor0 g z g p < land

p(e) (1 z I)/(1 2 zl cos (o ) + z I:) (1 + )/( ).

Now if 0 choose f, and f, satisfying (4.1) such that

sn . Let be zero of B then

1 [B(fl)f,()[ B() ((1 + ])/(1 [ [)) ]]f,.
Thus > 0. Letf, ndf. stisfy (4.1) nd f, tend monotonically to
We my ssume f,. < 1 + . The bove representation shows that
if[z] pthen

f, (z) ((1 + )/( )) f, (1 + )/( )) (1 + ).

Thus {f,}= is bounded on compact subsets nd so is nol. Assume that
we hve chosen subsequence which converges uniformly on compact subsets
of D nd for simplicity of notation let us denote it gin by {f,.}:=. Of
course we select the subsequence of {f,}= which corresponds to the {f,.}
nd relbel it so that

A, (z)B (z) + ,(z)B (z) .
We hve lim. f, (z) F (z) uniformly on compact subsets of D. Thus
by the Minkowski inequality for r < 1

I,.(re’)

F(re’) ,(re’) d + I,,(re’) dO

Let e > 0 be given. The uniform convergence of the {f,} to F on the
ompgct set z implies there is g N such thgt fl,n (rei) F1 (re)
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if n >_ N. We can also choose N so large that fl,. < -t- e/2. Thus- F,(re’) dO < /2-(i+ e/2) 8+ , forn N.

Therefore as n we have

1 )l da, r<l.

We have shown F is in Ha and F . It is easy to show that
is nodal and by choosing subsequences we may assume lim f, (z) F(z)
and limn f, (z) F (z) where F is holomorphic on D. Then it is clear
that F and F are Ha solutions of (4.1) implying F K and hence [[ F

5.
We have a sufficient condition that a pair of functions in the same or differ-

ent Ha spaces might possess a solution g and g to g (z) (z) + g (z)f (z) 1
on D where the functions g and g ure ulso in wrious Ha classes. We would
like to point out that much remains to be done here. Hopefully, a necessary
and sufficient condition might be found that holds for all Ha functions. It
would even be nice to find a necessary and sufficient condition for a larger
class of H functions than exhibited here.
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